This article develops a wavelet decomposition of a stochastic process which parallels a time{localized Cram er (Fourier) spectral representation. We provide a time{scale instead of a time{frequency decomposition and, hence, instead of thinking as scale in terms of \inverse frequency" we start from genuine time{scale building blocks or \atoms".
Introduction
The classical Cram er spectral decomposition of a stationary stochastic process X t ; t 2 Z, may be written (1) where dZ(!) and d (!) are orthogonal and orthonormal increment processes respectively.
In the last decade there have been several generalizations away from the assumption of stationarity. We will focus on the description of second order structure of fX t g which is possibly changing over time. To motivate this description we start from the spectral decomposition of the autocovariance function, r X ( ), of a stationary process X t , r X ( ) = Z ? f(!) exp(i! ) d! ; (2) where the spectral density f(!) is linked to Z(!) and the spectral measure F(!) by E j dZ(!) j 2 = dF(!) = f(!) d! ; A t (!) exp(i!t) d (!) ; (4) where, quite generally and unspeci ed, A t (!) denotes the square root of a time{varying spectrum f t (!) = jA t (!)j 2 , and d (!) is an orthonormal increment process. More speci c models of this kind of time{frequency decomposition are oscillatory processes ( Priest] ) and the recent modi cation to locally stationary processes ( Da] cf. Remark 2.8 in Section 2), which are the straightforward statistical generalizations of (1).
Recently, local atomic decompositions (wavelets, wavelet libraries) have become popular ( RiVe] ) for the analysis of deterministic signals as an alternative to non{local Fourier representations ( Fla] ). The question immediately arises: is it possible and meaningful to apply such atomic decompositions to, not necessarily stationary, stochastic processes?
1.1 An example Figure 1 shows a subsample of a electrocardiogram (heart rate) recording of an 66 day old baby sampled at 0.25Hz from 21:17:59 to 06:27:18. The original series was sampled at 1Hz however the power at high frequencies was found to be insigni cant and so a 0.25Hz subsampled version was derived. It is unlikely that this will be a stationary time series. For one thing, of interest to paediatricians, the \heart rate" varies considerably over time and changes signi cantly between periods of sleep and waking. However, we shall show that a wavelet periodogram smoothed using non{linear wavelet shrinkage can reveal important features of interest that cannot be elicited from the time series or standard periodogram techniques alone. Indeed, some time{frequency methods were also used and these did not reveal much of interest. This type of time series motivates us to develop the class of locally stationary wavelet processes (although of course, it is not the only plausible model). We return to this example in section 5. 
Locally stationary wavelet processes
In this article, we show that for nonstationary situations, i.e. typically where r X (t; s) = Cov(X t ; X s ) is a function of both time points t and s, it is important to introduce a fully local concept.
Instead of using the set of harmonics fexp(it!) j ! 2 ? ; ]g we will introduce a decomposition where we switch to a family of locally supported wavelets f j;k (t) j j 2 ZZ ? ; k 2 ZZg, where j;k (t) = 2 j=2 (2 j t ? k), for a su ciently well concentrated mother wavelet (t). With this we deliver a time{scale instead of a time{frequency decomposition and, hence, instead of thinking as scale in terms of \inverse frequency" we start from genuine time{scale building blocks or \atoms" j;k (t). In other words we represent processes in terms of wavelets with random amplitudes, to be precise:
where j;k is a measure in the time{scale half plane and the representation is understood to be in the mean squared sense. By some correlation property of the atoms to be speci ed later, we consider the process to be decomposed into atoms which match the typical correlation length of X t in a local neighborhood of t. Assume (t) is localized at time 0 then typically the variance (\power") of a coe cient j;k will be large if at time t = 2 ?j k the correlation length of X t is approximately of the order of magnitude of the \wavelength" of the atom j;k (basically the length of the support of this wavelet), which is proportional to 2 ?j . The promising aspect of this model is that it allows local (time) variation, in a way that fast \oscillations" are modeled to change quickly and slow \oscillations" to change slowly. Here, the restriction to discretely indexed wavelets is mainly so that we can embed our new concept into a statistical (estimation) theory. One can certainly think about more general continuously{indexed models ( vS] ) and their usefulness.
We emphasize that we do not generalize the concept of a traditional stationary process in the sense that we deliver a broader class which automatically includes the former one. Rather we switch to a di erent class of processes which we consider as a useful alternative for certain situations.
We introduce a wavelet spectrum which is the expected value of the squared modulus of the coe cients j;k . This quantity turns out to be a localized wavelet spectral measure in the time{scale plane. It measures the local power in the variance{ covariance decomposition of the process fX t g at a certain scale j and a time location k and delivers a time{scale decomposition in as much as (4) represents a time{frequency decomposition.
Although decomposition (1) is obviously the most appropriate one for (classical) stationary processes our new approach can be used to test for stationarity. If in (5), X t is stationary, then the distribution of the coe cients j;k will be independent of k. Indeed, for stationary processes the wavelet spectrum is constant over time location k.
However, in order to both properly identify and estimate a wavelet spectrum from a single nite{length stretch of the process fX t g we need some further assumption of how to restrict the time{variation of the second order structure of fX t g. This is exactly as in the situation of time{varying Fourier spectra f t (!), where no rigorous (asymptotic) estimation theory is possible without control of an otherwise arbitrary time variation of the spectrum (cf. Da], vSS], NvS]). This leads us to the de nition of the class of \locally stationary" wavelet (LSW)
processes. In this class of a doubly{indexed array of processes fX t;T g t=1;:::;T ; T 1, our asymptotics are based on rescaling in the time{location index k of the random coe cients j;k which allows us to do rigorous estimation theory starting from a single stretch of observations of fX t;T g. Hence, the evolutionary wavelet spectrum turns out to be a localized density of a wavelet spectral measure in the time{scale plane, where we deal with a rescaled time on the unit interval. Theoretical representations and their characteristic quantities turn out to be useful only when they are accompanied by some rigorous approach of how to estimate these quantities. Hence, in Section 3 following the development of our model in Section 2, we study an empirical wavelet spectrum and its asymptotics. This estimator of the theoretical wavelet spectrum is based on a simple scalogram or \wavelet periodogram", i.e. the squared coe cients from a discrete wavelet transform of the data. We also brie y discuss the possibility of using a translation{equivariant transform, the Stationary Wavelet Transform (SWT, see NaSi]) instead of the discrete wavelet transform.
However, like the ordinary periodogram the wavelet periodogram is not consistent. Hence we have to modify the wavelet periodogram by some sort of local smoothing. This will be introduced in Section 4 by non{linear thresholding of the wavelet periodogram with respect to another orthonormal wavelet basis of L 2 ( 0; 1]). By rescaling in time our wavelet periodograms can be considered as functions of local time in 0; 1]. Also, in this section we brie y mention inverse transformation of the smoothed wavelet periodogram in order to estimate localized autocovariances (and local variances, also) of the original stochastic process. In addition to its statistical properties, we present some interesting links to the ordinary periodogram and the Wigner{Ville spectrum in the time{frequency plane (see also NvS]).
In the last section we provide some numerical simulations which also indicate the usefulness of the SWT NaSi] 2 LSW processes and evolutionary wavelet spectra
In this section we de ne our special model used in order to be able to identify and estimate the wavelet spectrum of a certain class of processes fX t g from a single stretch of observations from these processes.
De nition 2.1 De ne a class of LSW processes, a sequence of doubly-indexed stochastic processes fX t;T g t=1;:::;T ; T 1 with the following representation in the mean{square sense with respect to a given wavelet basis f jk (t)g jk of L 2 (R), and an orthonormal random sequence of increments jk
where 2 J = T, jk (t) = 2 j=2 (2 j t ? k), j = ?1; ?2; : : : ; ?J(T) = ? log 2 (T ) , k 2 Z;
and possessing the following properties:
1. E jk = 0 for all j; k. Hence EX t;T = 0 for all t and T. where for each j = ?1; : : : ; ?J(T) = ? log 2 (T ) the sup is over k = 1; : : : ; 2 j T: 4. The real{valued wavelet basis f jk g jk is orthonormal and the wavelets have compact support.
5.
P ?1 j=?1 jW j (z)j 2 < 1, for all z 2 (0; 1). Remark 2.2 The second assumption of uncorrelated increments is restrictive. In practice, a broader class of processes which allows for correlation within or even between scales would probably be more useful. The present model merely serves as a starting point that enables us to develop rigourous estimation theory and clearly present our ideas. We believe that our methods can also be applied to more realistic models. For example, one that permits restricted dependencies, such as ARMA models, within each scale.
Assumption 3 is crucial. It allows us to asymptotically identify the model coe cients and leads to a unique representation (6) given the xed wavelet basis. This is because the smoothness assumption on W j (z) controls the variation of each coe cient w 0 j;k as a function of k so that it can only vary slowly enough. Basically the smoothness says that only a neighbourhood of locations determines this variation and this neighbourhood becomes asymptotically arbitrarily small in the rescaled time z.
The orthogonality in assumption 4 needs some extra justi cation if we want to compute empirical wavelet coe cients from discrete data X 1;T ; : : : ; X T;T . To use Mallat's Mal] pyramid algorithm and to be able to properly derive asymptotic properties of the empirical coe cients we identify the (vectors of) wavelet functions ( ?1;k ; ?2;k ; : : : ; ?J;k ) with corresponding (vectors of) quadrature mirror lter operators (G; GH; GH 2 ; : : : ; GH J?1 ) where H = fh k g and G = fg k g are the low and bandpass lters of the Mallat pyramid algorithm respectively. In all that follows, the symbol jk stands for (GH ?j?1 ) k .
Assumption 5 guarantees both the convergence of P j jw 0 j;k;T j 2 in the limit as T ! 1, due to Assumption 3, and the niteness and convergence of the variance of the process itself (the reader can verify that VarfX zT];T g ! P ?1 j=?1 jW j (z)j 2 < 1, for all z 2 (0; 1).) Remark 2.3 The reader may have noted that we have slightly departed from the usual wavelet scale numbering scheme. In this article scale zero is the scale upon which the \data" live. Scale ?1 is the scale which contains the nest resolution wavelet detail and scale ?J the coarsest.
The advantage of this numbering scheme is that it enables us to keep the length of the support of the nest wavelets xed and constant with respect to T. However, the interpretation of the coe cients at the coarsest scale change asymptotically. As a n aive illustration of this subtle point consider T = 16 points sampled every 1 16 seconds. Then the ?1 scale points \cover" every 1 8 s, the scale ?2 points \cover" every 1 4 s and eventually scale ?J \covers" the whole series over 1s. Now suppose we double the number of samples T = 32 but still sample every 1 16 s. Clearly the scale ?J now \covers" 2s, not 1s. So the interpretation of the coarsest scale ?J changes as do all scales above which are xed relative to this scale. This makes intuitive sense as longer and longer cycles may be observed in the series with growing T.
However, recall that asymptotically more and more data points are going to live on the nest scale, which hence plays the same role as for usual wavelet estimation schemes and allows for asymptotic statistical inference for all scales ?j with 2 ?j = o(T).
For a given LSW process as in De nition 2.1 we de ne the following localized density of a wavelet spectral measure in the (rescaled{) time{scale plane.
De nition 2.4 Let S j (z) := jW j (z)j 2 ; z 2 (0; 1):
fS j (z)g j ?1 is the \evolutionary wavelet spectrum" of the sequence fX t;T g with respect to f jk g. 
This quantity can be thought of as measuring the local power of the decomposition of the variance/covariance of the process fX t;T g at scale j and an (arbitrary) location z 2 (0; 1). Hence equation (6) delivers a time{scale decomposition which parallels a time{ frequency decomposition (a localized Cram er spectral representation described in Remark 2.8 below). However, we start from genuine time{scale building blocks (atoms). Note that the evolutionary wavelet spectrum S j (z) is de ned only for z 2 (0; 1), as boundaries do not make sense in this model, completely analogously to the local time{frequency model of Remark 2.8.
Remark 2.5 Representation (6) has an analogue for the decomposition of the \local autocovariance" CovfX zT]? ;T ; X zT]+ ;T g, z 2 (0; 1) and an integer (see section 4 for more discussion). The following de nition and proposition demonstrate that asymptotically this covariance tends to a local autocovariance which is reminiscent of the inverse wavelet transform of the evolutionary wavelet spectrum.
De nition 2. 
Estimation
We only consider the situation of a xed underlying wavelet basis which is a priori given for the representation (6). We do not consider the problem of choice of best basis tting be the empirical wavelet coe cients, where X t;T is a LSW process as given by (6). In fact, in this de nition the sum over t is nite. For xed j the actual number of summands does not change with T; it is always M j = M 2 ?j ; j = ?1; : : : ; ?J; where M denotes the length of the support of (t) on the nest scale 0. Now we de ne our key statistic which plays the same role in wavelet spectral analysis as the classical periodogram does in traditional (Fourier) spectral analysis. (Figure 2c ) of a simulated signal (Figure 2b ). In fact, for this example the wavelet periodogram is constructed using a stationary wavelet transform (SWT) which produces wavelet coe cients with respect to all possible shifted wavelet bases. This builds some robustness into the estimation and smoothing procedures since exact alignment with the classical dyadic wavelet structure is no longer necessary for good estimation.
We now further assume that the jk are normally distributed. Therefore fX t;T g is also Gaussian. The wavelet periodogram satis es properties analogous to those satis ed by the classical Fourier periodogram as follows. The following lemma gives some useful connection between time{scale and time{fre-quency analysis (it is of no originality, and can be found in more generality in, for example, Fla], equation (3-70) This lemma will be useful for the following corollary which collects some relations between the wavelet periodogram and the classical Fourier spectral density for a stationary process, and the evolutionary Fourier spectrum for a locally stationary process (13) The quantity d jk is not independent of k but is a phased-shifted version of d j0 . However, taking absolute values cancels the phase shift. For notational simplicity we de ne j = j0 .
With equation (16), for stationary processes, S j (z) = Z f(!) j c j (!)j 2 d!, turns out to be independent of z which is expected from a meaningful de nition and estimator.
2. If fX t;T g is locally stationary in the sense of (13) 
Proof: Proof of 1.:
Proof Empirical wavelet coe cients of a DWT are provided by projecting, for xed j the wavelet periodogram I j zT] onto the wavelets~ `m (z). The SWT is described in NaSi] and it has the advantage that it provides a translation{ invariant denoising technique. The SWT achieves translation{invariant denoising by obtaining DWTs of all possible shifts of the original data in a computationally e cient way.
With our asymptotics, as described in Remark 2.3, both for DWT and SWT there are a growing number of coe cients I j k;T if we are on a xed scale j, xed relatively to the nest scale. Then, as on this nest scale the number of coe cients grows with order O(T), it does so on all the xed scales below, which are bounded away from the coarsest scale.
Hence, S j can be estimated with increasing accuracy as T increases.
In order to do denoising we apply non{linear thresholding to the empirical wavelet coe cients. For now, we only consider the DWT case. The resulting reconstruction (denoised estimator) is obtained by inverting the DWT using only those coe cients which remain after soft or hard thresholding. In order to appropriately determine the threshold = (j;`; m; T) the asymptotic properties of the empirical coe cients have to be explored. It turns out that, under the assumption of Gaussianity and with a wavelet~ of bounded variation, bias and variance exactly behave like for traditional nonparametric curve estimation with wavelets. Their exact form will be reported elsewhere ( vSNK] ) but basically the variance is of order O((T 2 j )) and the squared bias of at most this order (depending on the smoothness assumption on the evolutionary wavelet spectrum). Here, T 2 j serves as kind of e ective sample size on scale j. Note, that as always in wavelet curve estimation, one has to keep away from the nest scale`, i.e. 2`= o (T 2 j ). Also, asymptotically one has to keep away from the coarsest scale J = O (? log T), i.e. 2 ?j = o (T ), as on this scale there is no asymptotically increasing number of \data" I j k;T .
Assuming Gaussianity of the process, we can proceed as in vSS] to derive an appropriate threshold by exploiting the asymptotic form of the variance of the empirical coe cients, see again vSNK] . Including an additional factor of order log(T 2 j ), a threshold estimator I j k;T of the evolutionary wavelet spectrum which is based on this threshold can be shown to achieve the asymptotically near{optimal minimax rate of the L 2 {risk between estimator and spectrum. This is based on existing results on quadratic forms of independent Gaussian variables, which are 2 {distributed. For soft{thresholding it is possible to straightforwardly derive results due to the equivalence to the situation of optimal recovery (see DJPK]). For non{Gaussianity, techniques as in NvS] should be applied.
We mention that in practice some modi cation might be appropriate as for this approach the thresholds depend on the unknown wavelet spectrum. This is exactly as it is for stationary Fourier spectrum estimation with wavelet thresholding of periodograms and also for the time{dependent version of this, see vSS] . In both latter cases we experienced quite good results with thresholding of the logarithm of the periodogram, as this transformation stabilizes the variance of the empirical wavelet coe cients. Hence application of a universal threshold (see, e.g., DJPK]) might be appropriate.
Another aspect to consider is the use of the SWT for denoising. The SWT actually
increases the e ective sample size to be T on each scale, i.e. independent of j, and was used to produce the denoised estimator of Figure 4 . However, due to extra correlation between resulting empirical wavelet coe cients we need to investigate further to show the same asymptotic results hold as for the case of DWT denoising. Finally, in a preliminary, rather exploratory, investigation we found that it might be useful, in addition to look at the actual tableau of smoothed squared (stationary) wavelet coe cientsĨ j k , also to plot the sum over j of these. This quantity can be considered as a local variance estimate as it measures the power of the signal content over local time k. 
be the local autocovariance of the LSW process, as being derived in Remark 2.4. Then, replacing the wavelet spectrum S j (z) by its empirical analog, the smoothed wavelet periodogramĨ j k;T , should allow us to consistently estimate the local autocovariance c(z; ). We conjecture that this is so, at least in an L 2 ( 0; 1]) sense in z. More exact results on this will be reported soon elsewhere ( vSNK] ).
Simulation and application to real data examples
We now illustrate these concepts using a simulated and real data example. Figure 2 shows simulated LSW Haar coe cients (a.) and process (b.) produced by placing Gaussian Haar coe cients into a wavelet tableau (produced by wavegrow() which is part of the WaveThresh3 package, see Na]). It is useful to think of Figure 2b as the \original" process for which we just happen to know the truth (Figure 2a) . We then performed the SWT using Haar wavelets and squared the coe cients (function LocalSpec() in WaveThresh3). Figure 2c shows the scale ?5 coe cients, I ?5 k;1024 , from this squared SWT. This level of coe cients should contain information about the medium scale e ects within the process { the activity towards the right of the plot (note in this case we know that the activity is exactly at scales ?6 and ?5 because of plot a, in practice we would look at all scales. This simulated example is just to verify that the activity turns up at the correct level). Figure 2d shows the non{linear wavelet smoothed version of c and is our estimate for S ?5 (z). This was obtained by thresholding the DWT of logarithm of c. using Daubechies ' Dau] least{asymmetric wavelets~ , N = 10, as described in section 4. The inverse DWT was applied to the thresholded coe cients and then exponentiated. Clearly large \power" occurs where it should, although there is some bleed{over of power from scale ?4 near the middle of the plot.
Simulated example

Baby Heart Beat Example
This example continues from the discussion given in section 1.1. Figure 3 shows the raw wavelet periodogram coe cients for scale ?3 for the baby ECG data series shown in Figure 1 . Figure 4 shows the results of a non{linear wavelet smoothing of the wavelet periodogram. Here Daubechies ' Dau] least{asymmetric wavelets N = 10 were used to form the SWT. The logarithms of the squared coe cients I ?3 k;8192 were then directly subjected to non{linear stationary wavelet smoothing using universal soft thresholding on all scales with a MAD{based estimate of the noise level using Daubechies' least{asymmetric N = 10 wavelets. This resulted in our estimate of S ?3 (z) given in Figure 4 
